
Split-Pin Tiger by Paddy Leung
Beginner Level (6-99 years old) - For those who are not comfortable with drawing and painting 
this artistic method is suitable for all levels!

Materials

Template: Split-Pin Tiger
Drawing Materials
(crayons, pencil crayons, markers, etc.)

Scissors
Glue stick
Black bristol board 
1 Pushpin
2-5 Split pins

(size: 8.5”x11”)

(size: 1/2”)
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Split-Pin Tiger by Paddy Leung
Beginner Level (6-99 years old)
Activity Duration: 10-20 minutes

Instructions

Choose your drawing materials and begin to outline the tiger stripes pattern, eyes, nose 
and whiskers. Don’t be afraid to exaggerate the lines and make your tiger fierce and 
powerful! 

Begin to colour your tiger once you have the outline design completed. 

Cut out the template and begin to paste the tiger body parts on the black bristol board to 
have more support. Remember to apply pressure when you glue down the tiger, make 
sure the template isn’t curling or else it won’t stick!

Begin to cut out the tiger template pasted on the black bristol board 

Take your push pins and poke holes in the tiger marked joints 

Collect your split pins for all your joints and start putting the tiger together.

Ta-da! You did it! 

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

5.

Note: Children under six years old will need assistance with cutting the tiger templates, poking holes and 
using the split pins to put the tiger together. 



Symmetry Tiger Printing by Paddy Leung
Advanced Level (10-99 years old) - For those comfortable with exploring a combination of drawing and 
painting and paper-cut techniques these approaches are suitable for you. 

Materials

Picture of a tiger face

Water container

(orange, black, white and red)

1-3 Construction Paper

Pencil & Eraser

Tempera/craft paint

Rag cloth

Paint palette (ex. paper plate)
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(size: 8.5”x11”)

Paintbrushes

Hairdryer (optional)
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Symmetry Tiger Printing by Paddy Leung
Advanced Level (10-99 years old)
Activity Duration: 15-35 minutes

Instructions

Fold your paper in half.

Draw half of an outline of your tiger face. You can use your tiger reference image to help 
you get some inspiration. Don’t be afraid to exaggerate the lines, facial expressions to 
make your tiger fierce and powerful! 

Once you have your outline design completed, you can begin applying paints on your 
lines. Take your paintbrushes and outline details of the tiger face. Start with the eyes, 
nose, whiskers etc. using orange, white and then black.
Fold the other half over and rub the top to transfer the paint, creating a mirror image. 

Because the tempera/ craft paint dries quickly on the construction paper, use a quick 
rhythm of painting just a few strokes and then printing - “paint a little, print a little.”

Try your best not to use too much paint, avoid goopy amounts of paint or else it will take a 
long time to dry. Alternatively, you can use your hairdryer to speed up the process to add 
more layers. 

Ta-da! You did it! 
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Note: Children under 8 years old will need assistance drawing the outline of the tiger face. 


